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Woldgate have been recognised for their high quality Music Education and have 
become a member of the Music Mark School which works to enable a wider Music 
Education sector and to deliver high quality musical and social outcomes for all 
children and young people. Following this news, we would like to congratulate the 
following people; 
• Abigail Macey - Grade 8 - Musical Theatre - Distinction
• Caitlin McAreavey - Grade 7 - Musical Theatre - Distinction
• Amelia Rigby - Grade 1 – Singing – Merit
• Skye Harrison - Grade 1 - Singing- Merit
• Alyssia Hanley - Grade 1 - Singing- Merit
• Imogen Bannister- Grade 1 - Piano- Merit
• Flora Menneer - Grade 2 - Piano- Merit
• Freja Sorensen - Grade 2 - Piano- Merit
• Lucy Hart - Grade 3 - Piano- Pass

Music success

social Media 
Follow @Woldgate

https://www.facebook.com/WoldgateSchool/
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HeadteacHer’s Welcome

‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

I  am pleased to announce that Woldgate School and Sixth Form College has been recognised nationally, once 
again, for its excellent results based on data from the Department for Education and Ofsted, analysed by SSAT, 
the Schools, Students and Teachers network. 

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College was found to be among the best performing secondary schools in the 
country, receiving two awards for being in the top 20% of non-selective schools nationally for attainment and 
progress in 2018.

The SSAT Educational Outcomes database compares all state-funded schools in England and the highest performing schools for a 
range of key measures are awarded SSAT Educational Outcomes Awards.

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College will be presented with their award at a ceremony attended by winners from across the 
region.

“I am delighted that Woldgate School and Sixth Form College has won two
Educational Outcomes Awards. This recognises one important aspect of the
school’s work but at SSAT we believe an outstanding school has deep social

justice at the heart of its plan; it subjects that plan to constant challenge and
innovation; and it liberates teachers to perform brilliantly in the classroom.
SSAT is pleased to recognise the quality of leadership and the hard work of

all staff to ensure the success of every child. A big thank you and well done to
students, parents, staff and governors.”

Sue Williamson
Chief Executive of SSAT

We have also received an additional recognition from the Real Schools Guide. The guide considers 51 different data points - 
including not just GCSE and A-Level results, but also those very important elements that ensure a school provides a high quality 
of education, including the number of pupils in a class, progression routes onto university, an apprenticeship or employment and 
many other factors, including attendance.

It is, therefore, good to see Woldgate School and Sixth Form college ranked as the number one school in 2018 for outcomes in 
East Riding and Hull. We would also like to congratulate the pupils and colleagues of St Mary’s College in Hull, Beverley Girls High 
School, South Hunsley and Hull Trinity Academy. Overall our school received five stars and is ranked as 386th in the country out of 
3,166 schools in the country.

Mr J Britton
HeadteacHer
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‘Everything you do should be worthy,            of great merit, character and value.’

 

Deliberate practice – let your reach exceed your grasp

In last week’s love learning section we focused on how making mistakes should be seen as an opportunity to learn.  This 
week we wanted to share a great way of improving our skill levels and consolidating our learning. 

Deliberate practice is a highly structured activity, the explicit goal of which is to improve performance.  Specific tasks are 
invented to overcome weaknesses focusing on improving weaknesses, getting feedback, and doing so even when it’s hard. 
Used well, deliberate practice has the greatest impact on success in school, and in life.

No matter what tricks we may learn for getting through school or college, no matter what classes or study groups we 
attend, we don’t learn a thing unless we apply ourselves, and do the practice that it takes to learn.  

But not all effort is of equal value, and researchers have found that perhaps the most effective way to develop our 
knowledge and talents is through deliberate practice. 

To do this we could train under the observance of a coach, mentor, teacher, parent or even a study-buddy, who watches 
for errors and creates new activities and training drills to fix the observed weaknesses.  If a tennis player doesn’t have 
enough rotation on his forehand, the coach will make him practice rotating his wrist over and over until it’s no longer a 
problem.  With enough focused hard work and practice and with their coaches observing, eventually athletes can reach 
Olympic-level achievements in their sport of choice.

Characteristics of Deliberate Practice
The same thing can be true for learning curriculum content at school; but since not every school subject is as concrete as 
a stroke in tennis, or playing a concerto on the violin, we will probably have to make up our own deliberate practice tasks 
as we work on our assignments.  

Here are five characteristics of deliberate practice to keep in mind as you create your own practice tasks:
1. It’s designed to improve performance.  The essence of deliberate practice is continually stretching an individual just 
beyond his or her current abilities.  That may sound obvious, but most of us don’t do it in the activities we think of as 
practice.
2. It’s repeated a lot.  High repetition is the most important difference between deliberate practice of a task and performing 
the task for real, when it counts.
3. Feedback on results is continuously available.  You may think that your rehearsal of a job interview or Speaking and 
Listening presentation was flawless, but your opinion isn’t what counts.
4. It’s highly demanding mentally.  Deliberate practice is above all an effort of focus and concentration.  That is what 
makes it deliberate, as distinct from the mindless playing of scales or hitting of tennis balls that most people engage in.
5. It’s hard.  Doing things we know how to do well is enjoyable and that’s exactly the opposite of what deliberate practice 
demands.

Deliberate Practice in Schoolwork
So, for example, if you wanted to develop your skills as a writer using deliberate practice, it would not be enough to simply 
write a lot; instead, you would want to write and then receive feedback (ideally from an expert) on areas where your 
writing is weak.  Then, you would want to devote your time and energy to developing those areas of weakness, and then 
continue finding new ways to improve and deliberately practice more.

Or let’s say you get a study guide from your teacher for an upcoming exam.  To do deliberate practice when studying 
for a test, you would focus exclusively on the topics in the study guide where your knowledge is weak—and you would 
practice, flashcard, or drill those areas until you’ve got it.  This practicing could include taking practice tests, explaining 
concepts to a friend, writing and rewriting, or whatever your course requires.  This should also include having a classmate 
or study-buddy with you to check your answers continuously, and point out other areas of incorrect understanding to you.  
Continue this pattern of drilling your areas of weakness and checking your progress, until you can confidently say that you 
understand all the material on the study guide.

With all the homework and deadlines you juggle, you can’t afford to spend your time studying ineffectively for your classes.  
Using the best study methods known can maximize the time you spend studying.  Deliberate practice is one of the best 
ways to improve your skills, expand your understanding, and progress toward expertise—so put your best effort into it!
.
Of course the more challenging we make our activities, the more likely that pupils and students will make 
mistakes and the more likely they will learn from them as a result. 

Mrs Smith
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As we look back over another week, I could not find a 
quote that better sums up what ‘being kind’ not only 
to the Woldgate community but also to the individuals 

that demonstrate it. During his assemblies this week, Mr 
Sloman focused pupils on the impact that kindness can have 
and just how easily kindness can be shown through peer-
on-peer support and compassion.  It is the little things that 
can make an immeasurable difference.  During the week I 
have been especially proud to see our Lower School pupils 

supporting each other in lessons and around school. I would love to see this 
not only continue, but further flourish throughout the academic year and, 
of course, beyond.  Pupils of great character can only develop when they put 
other people before themselves and I hope that with your support, we can 
grow pupils that show this level of selflessness.  I would challenge pupils to 
think of one thing that they can do to make someone smile over the coming 
week; maybe it’s a kind word or even sharing their last Rolo! Whatever form 
such kindness takes, I am convinced that it will make not only a difference to 
the recipient but to them too.

Next week Year 7 parents will receive information about the ‘Welcome to 
Year 7’ evening on Monday 30th September at 5.30pm.  It is a chance to 
ask questions and meet staff but also to meet other parents.  It will be a 
pleasure to meet you and thank you in advance for your support with this 
event.

Key dates
autuMn terM 

2019
4th September - 25th october

4th november - 19th december

spring terM 2020
6th January - 13th February

24th February - 3rd april

suMMer terM 
2020

20th april -  22nd may

bank holiday Friday 8th may 

1St June - 17th July

staff training 
days

2nd September 2019
3rd September 2019
20th december 2019
14th February 2020

20th July 2020

“What WiSdom 
can you Find that 

iS greater than 
kindneSS?” 

– Jean-JacqueS 
rouSSeau -

Lower School Rewards
Great Merit:
Year 7:  Evie Wood
Year 8:  Kane Knight
Year 9:  Will Ashworth

Great Character:
Year 7:  Annabel Broadbent
Year 8:  Jake Atkinson
Year 9:  Chloe Rackham

Great Value:
Year 7:  Daisy Bijster
Year 8:  Carla Firth
Year 9:  Tallulah Melemendjian

loWer scHool

Mrs  a Minton
Head of Lower scHooL

Mrs Minton Writes:
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This week in assemblies, our focus was on Character where ‘everything you do should 
be worth of great merit, character and value’.  We are proud to have pupils who 
show these every day; the great number of rewards already received is evidence of 

this.  We witness the older pupils who caring for the younger ones and escorting them to 
lessons when they are lost.  We see pupils on crutches being supported by their peers.  
Occasionally, when a  pupil has been upset, we see others offering support and words of 
encouragement, that help them to get through the day.  These acts of great character show 
what a caring environment Woldgate School and Sixth Form College provides for every child.

At Woldgate, we also encourage pupils to get involved in extra-curricular activities and to then share 
their experiences with us.  We are proud to see how well Thomas Brighton is doing with his Stockskart 
Championship and to have a British Champion at our school!  He s competeingin the Junior Gold 
Championships this weekend in Stoke and we look forward to hearing how well he has done and wish 
him all the best.  It was also lovely to hear that the Pockington Under 16s Football Team had won 
their game last Sunday and that at least one of our young men, had scored 4 goals!  I am expecting 
another great result, but this time, when they represent the school on Thursday.  I have been invited 
and have accepted the invitation to watch them play at home in Pocklington on Sunday.  It is very 
important to share with us any news of your child’s extra-curricular activities.  It is lovely to see 
them strive in the wider community and making a positive contribution in the area in which they live

 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]
 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]
 [:joselyn.sharp@eastriding.gcsx.
gov.uk]

Upper School Rewards
Great Merit:
Year 10: Marie Gowthorpe
Year 11:  Amber Craven

Great Character:
Year 10: Chloe Rackman
Year 11:  Andrew Morley

Great Value:
Year 10: Ewan Bishop
Year 11:  Isabelle Downs

Mrs i atkinson
Head of Upper scHooL

upper scHool Mrs Atkinson Writes:
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Our bodies and minds are very closely linked, so things that we do to improve our 

physical wellbeing can help our mental wellbeing as well. 

As parents and carers, we can play a very important role in our child’s health. 

Advice about Friendships

Friends can be there to enjoy the best times, and they can help us when we're feeling down. But sometimes friendships 
have problems. It can be hard to know what to do, but we've got some advice to help.

Different Friends

Friends are different from people like family or classmates, because you choose who you're friends with, and they choose 
you.

Sometimes we need someone to have fun with. But now and again we need a friend to support us through a tough time. 
Friends should never:

• put you down

• make fun of you, your religion, sexuality or culture

• put you in danger or make you feel unsafe.

• Sometimes friends fall out. Usually they make up again soon, but arguments can sometimes be more serious. If 
this has happened to you, read our advice below

Falling out with friends

It's okay to not get on with some people – we can't always be friends with everyone we meet.

Sometimes you might not like someone when you first meet them. But you might find that as time goes on you start 
to like them more. Try not to judge someone before getting to know them. If you give them a chance, you might just 
become friends.

We can't choose how we feel, but we can choose how we act. So if there's someone in your group who you don't like, it's 
important to make sure you're not nasty to them. You can get along with someone and hang out in the same group as 
them without being really close friends.

If your friend has made you feel bad:

• try to think about why they might have acted the way they did

• ask if they're ok - they might have felt worried about something, and taken it out on you

• be assertive - this can make it easier to say how you feel.

If you've made a friend feel bad:

• be prepared to say sorry

• give them time

• ask another friend or a member of staff to explain how you feel to them.

• If you need advice, you can talk to a Peer Mentor in B8, or a member of staff

Making new friends

When things change, remember that this can also be a good opportunity to make new friends.

Think about your close friends. At one point, you weren't friends with them and you had to get to know 
them for the first time. If you start a new school, there will be people there who you don't know – but 

you might become really good friends with them.

If you can access a device remotely, changing the default password can keep it safer and make it harder for other people 
to access.

Be careful who you chat to 
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This week we have appointed our new Senior Prefect team!  This is an incredibly important 
role for our Sixth Form students and for all pupils in the school.  As lead students they have 
an amazing opportunity to develop their own leadership, teamwork and communication skills 

while helping the Sixth Form community, school community and the local community in a variety of 
was.  It allows all pupils to have their voice heard and make sure any changes in school are viewed 
from multiple perspectives.

The process was incredibly competitive with 20 students applying.  The process considers their 
attitude towards their studies, their attendance, willingness to get involved in wider school life, 

their application form itself and a vote by their peers in the Sixth Form.  The entire field was very strong and I know 
we have got a fantastic team that will work with the school to help our community.

Congratulations to your new Senior Prefect team:

Aalish   Lily W   Tilly   Sarah 

Maddie   Will   Faith   Kai

Freya   James K  Henry   Harry

From this team we will also be selecting our Head Boy and Head Girl and I will update you in due course when they 
have been appointed. 

Also this week we held our welcome to Sixth Form evening where with the help of my Senior Prefect team, we 
spoke to parents and Year 12 students about how to get the most from Sixth Form life.  It was a really positive 
evening for all who attended and it was really useful to meet parents that I did not already know.

12.50-1.30pM after scHool 3.35-4.35

Monday

tuesday Ks3 draMa club

Wednesday Ks5 aMatuer draMatics 
group (year 12 and 13)

tHursday Ks4 draMa club (gcse pu-
pils froM year 9,10 and 11)

draMa clubs

Mr J Hardie
Head of sixtH forM

siXtH forM college Mr Hardie Writes:



Mrs s Geary
Head of incLUsion

 
care & acHieveMent co-ordinators

Mrs r BoUrne

sixtH forM

07790 351276

Mrs r o'Brien

attendance

07983 959031

Mrs c wriGHt

 
year 10 & 11

07790 351281

Miss s BLack

year 9

07980 702715

Mr M eLwers

year 7 & 8

07790 351283

Last Friday was Roald Dahl Day, on the anniversary of the writer’s birthday, there is an opportunity to 
celebrate the wonderful characters and adventures which shaped most of our early reading.  I think 
everyone at one time would have liked to be transported by a giant peach or visit a factory where 

chocolate ran in rivers. The story of Dahl’s own life is also fascinating and in Year 7 when we study Boy 
his autobiography, pupils are intrigued by tales of shopkeepers with dirty finger nails and the resulting 
revenge.    

I have to admit for having a soft spot for Matilda, however. Written in 1988, Matilda thrives in a world where girls 
were not common protagonists and Dahl created a character who would give confidence to girls and the message 
that opportunities are as much theirs as those given to boys; perhaps the fore-runner of Mala Yousafzai or Greta 
Thunberg. Matilda was clearly taught that girls should be “seen and not heard” but her response was to teach 
herself to talk by the age of one and a half and to learn to read.  Dahl wrote: “The books transported her into new 
worlds and introduced her to amazing people who lived exciting lives”

At Woldgate School, we have the same aim for our pupils: we are passionate about encouraging pupils, both boys 
and girls to love reading.  Each week, we read in Form Time and in English lessons we develop Literacy through the 
reading of fiction and non-fiction texts. Mrs Wellock has re-launched her Carnegie Reading Club each Wednesday 
lunchtimes in J5 and new members are very welcome. 

Matilda shows us that through reading you have the power to change your future and to be transported to new 
worlds and be introduced to amazing people who lived exciting lives.  We hope that our pupils will find the joy of 
travelling on “olden-day sailing ships” with Joseph Conrad, trips to Africa with Ernest Hemingway and to India with 
Rudyard Kipling all from their own rooms.

Woldgate School and Sixth Form College
92 Kilnwick Road
Pocklington
York
YO42 2LL

Tel: 01759 302395
Fax: 01759 306535

Email: office@woldgate.net
Website: www.woldgate.net

Find us on Facebook Badge CMYK / .ai

Follow @Woldgate A family of schools
with shared values
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